CHAPTER    II
BLUE-FACED   VENUS
A dismal Douglas Reed, the very wraith of a journalist, wandered
about that peerless Danubian riverfront in Budapest- I love that
vista of the Danube from the Gellert Hill, I love every inch of the
river from the source to the mouth, including many inches that I
seem unlikely to see again, but particularfy I love that superb
stretch where the Danube runs beneath graceful bridges between
old Buda and new Pesth. I can watch it for hours, animated by
the changing light, from that hill, and I love to travel on it in the
little river-steamers, and let it revolve around me, so that it seems
that I am waltzing and Budapest is my buxom partner. 1 would
like to build a one-roomed cottage for myself in a certain spot
that I know on the hill from where the view is best and ! would
like to have a window running round three sides of the room
and there to live and write and write.
But I pined and was disconsolate in Budapest, for all that I
loved it and would love to live there* for it was just off the news
map and I longed to be in Prague and see the end of the tragedy
that was being played there. True, the suspense that hung over
Prague was just as heavy in Budapest, for German domination in
Czechoslovakia meant German domination in Hungary, but it
was a reflex and not a direct suspense, and I wanted to be in the
centre of the drama, in Prague, So, on that sweltering summer
day, I dragged forlornly about and wondered how I could take
destiny by the ears and shape my future as I wanted it.
The bookshops were selling Insanity Fair, but as I passed by them,
and paused to look at it in the windows, and re-read the reviewers*
commendations on the cover, I felt somehow that it had nothing
to do with me, that it must have been written by somebody else,
I was getting letters about it, from all manner of people and
places, but these communications seemed to me like voices from
some remote world that I once had known, having no direct
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